Electrocardiographic definition of silent myocardial infarction in population studies: A call to standardize the standards.
According to the American Heart Association, 170,000 new silent myocardial infarctions (SMI) occur annually in the United States. Prior studies from the general population also have shown that SMI is common, but the rates varied widely. Some studies reported SMI rates as low as 4% while others reported rates as high as 57% of the total MIs. Reports on the prognostic significance of SMI compared to clinically recognized MI also have been inconsistent. Although SMI could be detected using cardiac imaging, electrocardiogram (ECG) has been the most common method for detection of SMI in both clinical and research settings due to it is low-cost and wide availability. This report highlights certain ECG methodological aspects that need to be taken into consideration when interpreting findings from population studies addressing SMI. Examples from population studies will be used in this report to show how deviation and differences in applications of the ECG standard definitions of SMI, ECG processing methods, and the frequency of ECG recording in population studies could impact the results, which may explain the wide range of rates and inconsistent conclusions about the prognostic significance of SMI. A summary of the gaps in knowledge of the SMI research is provided. By highlighting the lack of uniform approach in defining SMI despite the availability of standard definitions and pointing out the gaps in knowledge, it is hoped that a call for standardizing the use of the current standards will emerge.